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Hello, We Are HnE
A boutique marketing agency that specializes in
helping foreign brands penetrate the Chinese market.
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01  ABOUT RED



This is
Red

Red, also known as the Little Red Book or Xiaohongshu, was

established in 2013. It is the largest life experience-sharing

platform (APP) in China, encompassing various topics such as

sports, traveling, skincare, life experiences, and more.

Additionally, they set up their own e-commerce platform in 2014. 

With an equivalent layout to Instagram, Red is often used as both

a search engine and a community for people looking for

information and sharing experiences with others.



This is
Red

300 M
monthly

active user

High

conversion rate

43 M+
content
creator

60%
user from first and

second tier city

20,000+
brands

90%
users getting know the

brands/ product from Red



02  RED MARKETING



This is
Red
Marketing 

Red marketing involves building your brand or product

presence on Red and connecting it with specific customer

segments. This is achieved through customized content and

interactions, allowing you to engage with your customer on a

more personalized level.

As consumers utilize the Red platform to seek relevant

information as a point of reference while making purchasing

decisions, Red marketing substantially influences the process of

consumer decision-making.



Red E-commerceRed Official Account

Official brand image
Organic traffic generation
Direct interaction with
targeted customer
User acquisition

RED
MARKETING

Red is an emerging social media platform in the Chinese
market, helping brands expand their exposure and conversions
through high-quality marketing content.

Direct Call to action (CTA)
channel
Dual brand exposure with
official brand image page



Step 1

Brand Account

Set up business account (with
verification), official flagship
store 
Generate quality content

image&copywriting
video&copywriting

Effective hashtag for Red SEO

Step 2

Content Generation

Interaction or sharing of
quality UGC
Cooperation with KOL/KOC
for content gnerated

Step 3

Red Paid Ads

Boosted post advertising
Search engine CPC
In-Feed ads CPC

RED
MARKETING

Red is an emerging social media platform in the Chinese
market, helping brands expand their exposure and conversions
through high-quality marketing content.



03  RED PAID ADS



Boosted Post
Advertising

Search
Engine CPC

In-Feed Ads
CPC



BOOSTED POST
ADVERTISING

To enhance your review rates, likes, and favorites on your posts, as well as
increase the number of followers, Boosted Post Advertising is the solution
you're seeking. With its user-friendly interface, you can effortlessly select a
specific post you wish to boost performance for and click the 'Boosted Post
Advertising' button to access further settings.



SEARCH
ENGINE CPC

Most Red users utilize the platform as a search engine to find user-generated
content (UGC) for planning their upcoming leisure trips, learning job-seeking
skills, pet feeding tips, and more. Therefore, Search Engine CPC proves
effective for many brands to enhance their exposure on Red.



IN-FEED ADS
CPC

In-Feed ads will be prominently displayed on Red's 'Discover' page, the main
landing page seen by every Red user upon opening the app. This strategic
placement ensures that your brand or product information has the opportunity
to reach potential users, even if they are not actively searching for related
content. By seamlessly integrating with users' Red feeds, these ads can
effectively capture their attention and drive engagement with your brand.



04  OUR SERVICE



Branding

Business account set up (Enterprise
verification)
Content strategy

Content planning
Content management
(creation&optimization)

Interaction engagement management
E-commerce

Marketing

KOL/ KOC marketing
Paid advertisements management

Advertising account set up
Advertising content management
Evaluation and optimization based
on Red algorithms



BRANDING ON
RED



BRANDING ON
RED



MARKETING
ON RED



Report
Analysis

Our services

RESULT & PERFORMANCE



Result & Performance
REPORT

ANALYSIS

Performance Analysis

Comprehensive (includes content,
keywords and etc.) analysis

01
Chart Analysis

Intuitively comprehensible
data analysis chart

02
Leads Collection

Third-party platform integrated
friendly

03
Recommendation

Insightful suggestions for
enhanced optimization

04

Bayle Carreau Wine France
Case Study



05  CONTACT US



@hnemktconsultancy

info@hnemktconsultancy.com

www.hnemktconsultancy.com

Let's keep in touch!
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